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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3419 - 3420

not only.

There are also many people who are very interested in Levi Garrison’s “Sacred Tribulation”.

They all thought it was an ancient sword.

The key unknown is fear and curiosity.

They all thought that Divine Tribulation was an ancient divine sword, but they didn’t know
what it was?

therefore.

Very curious!

all want!

If it weren’t for Levi Garrison’s strength, it is estimated that someone would have come here
long ago.

In fact, the major factions of the Zhenmo Division are now staring at Levi Garrison.

Just missing the first shot.

No one dares to be the first to do it.

It’s okay to win, but what if you lose?

Although Levi Garrison showed terrifying combat power in the War Bear Kingdom, what is
his specific strength?
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Nobody knows.

Therefore, none of them dare to take risks!

They are all thinking of others, so they know how strong Levi Garrison is.

Everyone held their breath to see who would be the first to do it.

But they believe that there will be people who can’t hold back, and eventually someone will
do it.

This day will come sooner or later.

Everyone is looking forward to it!

Levi Garrison is a treasure all over their body!

Not only the ancient sword.

And such a demonic daughter?

You are also strong!

In the eyes of the major factions of the Town Demon Division, this is a shining treasure.

Who is not jealous?

But Levi Garrison is also waiting for them to die.

On this day, there was a person visiting.

This made Levi Garrison very surprised.

It turned out to be Yan Zangsheng!

Before, he did not detoxify Levilia!
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Do not!

It should be impossible for anyone related to him to be healed!

It’s just for yourself.

When he sees people who are related to him, he will avoid them far away.

He is incompatible with himself.

Even if he finally got the magic medicine and detoxified.

But in fact, it has little to do with Yan Zangsheng.

How did you come to the door now?

This surprised Levi Garrison.

Yan Zangsheng naturally knew Levi Garrison’s doubts.

He took the initiative to explain: “Mr. Ye, I’m sorry! I had nothing to do before! You have a
daughter, and I also have a daughter!”

“If I detoxify your daughter, then my daughter will die!”

“Our daughter is about the same age. Seeing your daughter is like seeing my daughter. I
really want to save your daughter, but I have no way…”

Levi Garrison actually guessed this possibility.

After all, according to what he knew, Yan Zangsheng was not a bad person.

I have no grudge against myself.

There must be someone behind him who is manipulating him.

“Okay, it’s okay, it’s over!”
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“But is it all right now?”

Levi Garrison asked.

Yan Zangsheng smiled: “After knowing your strength, they dare not! But I won’t tell you their
identities!”

“Well, I’ll find out myself! You don’t need to tell me!”

Levi Garrison nodded.

In fact, he has never forgotten this group of forces.

The way he targeted him at the beginning was to prevent him from detoxifying his daughter.

Of course he wouldn’t let it go.

Check it out and definitely deal with it.

Yan Zangsheng explained his purpose: “I just want to see the five adults in Azure Dragon
(Qinglong) and see if they can help. We were very familiar with each other before!”

“Okay!”

Levi Garrison did not stop him, but Yan Zangsheng was well-intentioned.

And it can be said that the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) became gods because of Yan
Zangsheng.

Yan Zangsheng opened up the root bones for them, and was able to absorb the spiritual
energy and become a god.

After Yan Zangsheng arrived, he carefully checked the five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people.

He also brought a lot of magical medicines, all of which were used for the recovery of the
five Azure Dragon (Qinglong) people.
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Yan Zangsheng came outside and approached Levi Garrison and said, “They will eventually
return to a situation that is a little worse than ordinary people! But it is impossible to restore
their strength!”

“It’s okay! It’s good for them to become ordinary people! No need to participate in these
disputes!”

Levi Garrison said.

Their revenge will be avenged by themselves, and the Zhen Mosi will be pacified by himself!

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3420

Yan Zangsheng looked at Levi Garrison and said, “Side by side as king, I actually understand
your thoughts! You also want to live an ordinary life without competition!”

“I used to think so too! And I still do! But my quiet days are finally broken!”

Levi Garrison looked at him with interest.

“Existence like you, it is even more impossible to live such a life! Or it is difficult!”

“Your ability and your sense of responsibility will cause you to be in constant trouble!”

Yan Zangsheng sighed.

“If that’s the case, then I’m not strong enough! Don’t worry, I’ll make it happen!”

Levi Garrison is very confident.

Only he is powerful enough to be invincible in the world, and only his fierce name
suppresses everything.
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Who would be afraid?

Who would dare to trouble him then?

Who dares to trouble the people around him?

If you are not afraid of death, just come!

Yan Zangsheng seemed to understand something, so he couldn’t help but smile and said,
“That’s right! Only if you are not strong enough, you will be restrained by others!”

“King side by side, in the next period of time, I will come to check the situation of Azure
Dragon (Qinglong) brother and the others! Do my best to help them! I also think about it, can
I solve the problem of their root bone being dug out from other aspects. defect!”

Hearing this, Levi Garrison said gratefully, “Thank you!”

“No, no! Hey, I feel guilty for not saving your daughter before! This can be considered a
make up!”

What Levi Garrison thought of, he couldn’t help asking: “By the way, it seems that you know
the root bone and the aura very well! In fact, you already knew that the gods are related to
the root bone?”

Yan Zangsheng didn’t hide it either, and nodded: “Yes! I know! The way to create a god is
actually very simple! Unblock the blocked or covered bones! You can absorb the spiritual
energy and become a god!”

Levi Garrison’s face changed slightly, he took a deep breath and asked, “Then you have
something to do with Zhen Mo Si?”

Yan Zangsheng shook his head: “It doesn’t matter to be exact! But it actually does matter!”

“Um?”

Levi Garrison was stunned, what kind of statement is this?
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Before he checked the information, he felt that there was a direct fault in the inheritance of
Zhenmo Division.

In the secular world, there are no clues and traces of Zhen Mosi at all.

Doesn’t look exactly like that now?

Yan Zangsheng sighed: “We also have our rules, I can’t say more. I hope Mr. Ye can
understand!”

Levi Garrison immediately thought that there was a high probability that Yan Zangsheng
belonged to a certain organization.

And it was this organization that controlled him to target himself.

“Well, well, it’s okay, I’ll know it myself!”

Levi Garrison nodded.

“Then, Mr. Ye, I’m leaving first. If you need any help next, you can come to me! However, you
must be careful of all kinds of troubles! There will be more to come!”

Yan Zangsheng left first.

Sure enough, Yan Zangsheng expected.

Not long after he left.

There is trouble coming.

At this time, Levi Garrison did not return to the hiding place.

Still outside.

At this time, he felt that three powerful auras were locking on him, super here.

powerful!
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Stronger than ever!

Far beyond the strongest super god in the War Bear Kingdom!

Can be called strong by Levi Garrison, but few.

Levi Garrison, a person from Zhen Mosi and Tianshi Mansion, did not encounter many.

But these breaths that came to him.

For the four of Xu Qingya, they are ants, and there is no comparison at all.

These three auras can be compared with the little Taoist priest who stopped him in the
Tianshi Mansion.

Stronger than a little Taoist.

But three at a time appeared.

Still shocked!

The people of the town magic division!

Levi Garrison can tell from their breath.

good!

Just in time!

Levi Garrison was trying to kill a few Demon Suppression Divisions to shock him.

Isn’t this delivered to your door?

good!

You will be the first batch of people I kill to suppress the magic division!
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